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Abstract
There is no other city for cinema like Paris. However, the city’s reputation related to
cinema links more to events from the past (such as the first cinema projection in 1895 or
the nouvelle vague of the 1060s) rather than to present-day realities. The unique
cinematic culture of Paris is best revealed in three spheres. First, Paris is the city which
exhibits by far the largest variety of international films and enjoys a cinematic culture
that is by far superior to every other city. Then, Paris is home to the widest multicultural
group of international film talent, a place where global film professionals are clustered
more than any other city. And last, Paris is the city where a great array of global cinema
is effectively conceived and produced. Yet, there is little international recognition of
these achievements. In this talk, I will aim to examine why the importance of Paris as
hub for global cinema remains obscured.
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